
Bursts Group Telecon (2003/02/03)

Attendance

Ashley, Ballmer, Cadonati, Chatterji, Colacino, Daw, Heng, Leonor, Marka, McNabb, Mukher-
jee, Rahkola, Saulson, Shoemaker, Summerscales, Sutton, Sylvestre, Weinstein, Yakushin,
Zweizig.

Status of S1 untriggered analysis

GEO

Mukherjee emailed a report on the status of the GEO S1 analysis. The TFCLUSTERS code
has been run over the entire GEO S1 run; 6 days have been analyzed with the excess power
code.

Cadonati reported some progress in developing the infrastructure for the LIGO–GEO
coincidence analysis; in particular, GEO events can now be loaded into EventTool. There
is also an intention to test the compatibility of the two systems by running LIGO frames
through the GEO system (purely as a test) and vica-versa. There is no talk of running
LIGO data through the GEO analysis for S2; however, there was some discussion of running
calibrated GEO h(t) data (supplemented by a go/no-go channel) through the LDAS ETGs.
It is thought that the four-fold coincidence analysis would be more meaningful if events from
all IFOs were produced using the same ETGs.

LIGO

Cadonati is updating the S1 report for analysis without using the playground data or the
single-IFO vetoes, as decided at the Bursts-Inspiral face-to-face meeting.

E9 report

Detector Characterization: Saulson reported that L1 worked reasonably well, with stable
noise levels. Zweizig’s glitch monitor indicated glitch rates as high as 10Hz, which
caused some concern, and Saulson suggests we examine trends for trigger rates. Zweizig
suggested that the monitor may have been tricked by some line(s) not being notched.
Action: Zweizig will check the configuration file; Sutton will see if 10Hz glitches are
visible with RayleighMonitor.

Ballmer reported that H2 had serious noise problems which may have been due to a
servo instability. Glitch rates at LHO were under 1Hz (Rahkola). For H2 large rms
noise may have swamped small glitches.

LDAS: Yakushin reported that many jobs got stuck in the metadata API and couldn’t be
restarted without killing a lot of processes or even stopping LDAS entirely; the version
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of LDAS used was blamed and the problems are hoped to be absent in the S2 version.

Cadonati reported on preliminary ETG results, with plots on the MIT web page and
in the Bursts elog. A 5-sec periodicity is apparent in H2 on the 3rd day of E9; this
may be due to microseismic noise.

Network problems: The worm attacked which clogged the internet was very troublesome.
Action: Zweizig will examine web pages and remove unnecessary redirections between
the sites (such as on the monitor observer page).

Veto Summit Report

Minutes were distributed before the telecon. Saulson reported that it was a very productive
meeting with lots of consensus. Highlights include:

Epoch Veto: The concept of the epoch veto was approved, and the inspiral group will
investigate using it. Basing the veto on AS Q is okay provided the veto calculation
(including endpoints) cannot be affected by a gravitational-wave burst. In practice we
measure data quality over timescales much longer than our gravitational-wave bursts,
so this should not be a problem.

Single-IFO Vetoes: There was a rich discussion of single-IFO vetoes. Schofield and Ito pre-
sented results of their study of the coupling between AS Q and S1 IFO veto channels
and the ‘safety margin’ required to avoid vetoing gravitational-wave bursts. They were
hampered by insufficiently strong injections. It was decided that single-IFO vetoes
would not be used for the S1 report. The participants discussed what hardware injec-
tions will be needed to determine the coupling and safety margin with more certainty
for S2. Also, in the future each group will examine the veto channels used by the other
for applicability.

Bursts-Inspiral Collaboration: More close collaboration is desired between the bursts and
inspiral groups, especially over vetoes. Shoemaker raised the point that the two groups
should coordinate the examination of data immediately following an inspiral to search
for black-hole ringdown. This was not discussed at the summit but those on the telecon
agreed it is a good thing to consider.

Detections: Shoemaker also asked about what discussion happened regarding what to do if
a ‘detection’ is made during an upper-limit analysis. Can we then go back through the
data and examine other channels, etc, in an attempt to rule out the detection (con-
servative approach)? The consensus was ‘yes’. Shoemaker suggested this be written
down and distributed in order to raise awareness and discussion on this issue.

S2 Planning

Data Quality: Penn State will attempt to monitor data quality on a day-to-day basis.
Volunteers are welcome.
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Playground selection: Many interesting ideas were suggested at the veto summit, especially
by Shawhan, who proposed a technique for using essentially all of the data as play-
ground. For the moment we will use a traditional playground; Finn and Saulson plus
volunteers will look at choosing playground times for S2.

Veto study: Weinstein and Cadonati will be looking at E9 triggers and hardware injections.
Volunteers welcome. We want to try to identify very quickly good candidates for single-
IFO vetoes using hardware injections and data from early in the S2 run. We then have
to give feedback to operators/scientists about any problems we find. Ballmer suggested
looking frequently at glitches to get a better understanding of problems.

Other: Saulson requested everyone send him the dates of when they will be on-site. Some
of us may want to be at the sites at the start of the run even without shift duties just
to make sure the various parts of our pipeline work properly.

MEETING ADJOURNED
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